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Amanda's friend Emma comes to visit, and she secretly
takes her along into the fairy world, where a sorting gnome
slips into her bag without being noticed. The tiny but
terribly strong gnome creates havoc back in the human
world and even threatens the big birthday celebration for
Emma's grandpa.

• Combines the successful themes of friendship, boarding
school and fairy world
• Strong identification figure: funny, genuine, self-confident
ABOUT THE SERIES
The series "Secret Fairy" is a unique combination of the
successful themes of friendship, boarding school and fairy
world. Amanda is taken in by the fairy boarding school
Rosentau. From that point on, she no longer lives only in the
human world, but also in the fairy world, where she
experiences exciting adventures. A complete adventure is
related in each volume, with lots of heart and humor.
CONTENT
Amanda's friend Emma, who has moved to New Zealand,
comes for a surprise visit. Her grandfather is turning 70 and
there will be a big celebration of his birthday. Amanda
secretly takes Emma with her into the fairy world. After they
return, they notice that a stowaway has smuggled himself
into her handbag: a tiny, incredibly fast and super-strong
sorting gnome. He causes a lot of confusion and even
threatens the big birthday celebration. In the excitement,
though, the gnome is captured, and a wonderful birthday
party follows, even including a theater performance.
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THE AUTHOR
Thilo is a successful screenwriter and has a wide range of
German favorites to his credit. During the past few years, he
has increasingly gained recognition as a children's book
author and has been published by several well-known
publishing houses. Thilo currently lives in Mainz with his
wife and four children.

